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Nice To Meet You! 

Join us on Instagram or Twitter 
@phorestsalonsoftware for waaay 
more salon tips, ideas & fun. 



1. What exactly is a Digital Reputation?  

2. How crucial is Digital Reputation for your salons success?  

3. How do you ensure your salon has the best Digital Reputation  

4. How to automate everything so you can focus on actually 
delivering the constant 5-star services in your business. 

What will we cover? 



Quality   |   Consistency   |   Patience   |   Listening 

The 4 Keys For Digital 
Reputation Success 



So what is  
Digital Reputation? 



Taking control of the online 
conversation people have 
about your business. 

Digital Reputation Management: 



Why does it matter to you? 



An all too 
common story... 









How do we do this? 



By Helping You Skyrocket 

Your Digital Reputation! 



84% of people completely 
trust the recommendations 
of friends and family 

Trust Principle 



88% of people completely 
trust online reviews as 
much as personal referrals 
 

Online Trust Principle 



9 / 10 people check out  
a business online  
AFTER 
someone refers it to them!  

DID YOU KNOW? 



WHY? 



1. Find your business location 
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1. Find your business location 
2. See your prices 
3. Peek at your salon menu 
4. Look at salon photos 
5. To book an appointment 



No matter where they look... 





Online Reviews are absolutely 
vital to the success of your 

digital reputation. 
 



If your Digital Reputation  
was a river…. 



Reviews would be the current 

If your Digital Reputation  
was a river…. 



Does this look familiar? 
Many salons have no reviews on Google 



And google then suggests  
the competition! 
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Who Would You Trust? Honestly? 



Google Lists These Salons Automatically By… 

That’s Right → Reviews & Ratings 



How can I start getting 
online reviews immediately? 



Request Reviews  
From Top Clients! 



Find out who your top clients are, or clients 
who have recently reviewed you positively. 



Craft an email to send to them.  
The email should do 2 things. 



Ask them politely to write a review about your 
company on Google, Facebook and/or Yelp. 

FIRSTLY 

Incentivize or Reward action taken with bonus 
TreatCard points, sample goodies during their next 

visit or add their name to a draw. 
 

AND THEN 



Phrase the email as if it were an 
opportunity for the client, rather  
than a request from you. 



Here’s an example of how you can phrase it 



And yes,Zoé left a very positive review! 

How to link  
to your  
Google Reviews 



Do this on: 



This way we control our 
reputation! 
 

Instead of letting it 
control us. 



Simply ask for a review while they are in your salon 
 

Another Idea For Generating Reviews 



Put a tablet on display so people can leave reviews in salon 
 

Another Idea For Generating Reviews 



But what if they leave a 
negative review? 



Just How Important Is  
Social Media Customer Care? 



- They have a problem & they 
are looking for the solution. 
 

- They simply want to vent.  
 

- They are disappointed & want 
you to know for next time. 
 

Reasons Behind Complaints 



Try to respond quickly 

42% of Customers 
Complaining on Social Media 
expect a 60 minute response 
time. 



Unless they are vulgar or obscene. 
 

Don’t Delete People’s Complaints… 



Don’t Lash Out 
 



Public complaints? 



Quick tip 

Write a Response Script that 
can be amended to handle  
the most common complaints. 



But don’t forget to  
personalise it for  
each response! 



Social Complaint tip 

Search your salon name 
without the @ symbol 
on Twitter. 
 



Automating Your 
Digital Reputation 



Facebook Automation 

>> Acknowledge that 
you are unavailable, 
currently.  
 
But you will see their 
message and respond 
immediately. 
 
 



You could also offer a 
proposed solution 

“If you are looking to book an 
appointment, you can book online 

at www.salonexample.com or 
download our app now.” 

 



Automating 5-Star 
Review Collection 



How can you start getting 

Online reviews… Immediately? 

The Phorest Online Reputation Manager: 

Get a full, 

instant 

overview of 

your salon’s 

online 

reputation! 



How can you start getting 

Online reviews… Immediately? 

The Phorest Online Reputation Manager: 

Broken down 

by Google, 

Facebook & 

Yelp! 



How can you start getting 

Online reviews… Immediately? 

The Phorest Online Reputation Manager: 

All negative 

reviews are 

curated into 

one place. 



How can you start getting 

Online reviews… Immediately? 

The Phorest Online Reputation Manager: 

Which you 

can respond 

immediately 

from within 

your Phorest 

System 



The Phorest Online Reputation Manager: 

And you can 

automate 

this entire 

process as 

well! 



Your Digital Reputation 

Manual Automatated 



Your Reputation Is 
Too Important To 
Leave To Chance. 



Quality   |   Consistency   |   Patience   |   Listening 

The 4 Keys For Digital 
Reputation Success 



@ItsChrisBrennan 
chris.brennan@phorest.com 


